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Q. What can I do to eliminate the excessive humidity?

A. The obvious answer is to reduce the humidity and decrease the number 
of cool surfaces in your home.  Your fi rst step is to fi nd what the humidity 
level in your home is.  This will need to be monitored regularly as the 
temperature outside varies.  Devices which measure humidity are called 
hygrometers.  They can purchased at most reliable hardware and home 
center stores.

Here are a few things you can do to control humidity.
 • Make sure your humidifi er is working correctly.  Turn it down as the 

weather becomes colder.
 • Vent all appliances and vents to the outside.
 • Vent attic crawl spaces.
 • Cover the earth in your crawl space with a vapor barrier.
 • Run exhaust fans while cooking or bathing.
 • If you have a forced air furnace, make sure your home is properly 

ventilated by installing a fresh intake.
 • Don’t store fi rewood inside.
 • As a temporary solution, you may want to try opening your windows 

a little each day to allow the exchange of colder drier air with warmer 
more humid air.  This should not effect your energy bill in any substantial 
manner.

Q. Should I purchase a dehumidifi er?

A. In some extreme cases a dehumidifi er can help.  If your home continues 
to have interior moisture problems after several of the quick fi xes, (such as 
ceiling fans, running exhaust fans, raising a window, etc…) a dehumidifi er 
may be the answer.  They are relatively inexpensive and can be purchased 
at many different retail stores.

Q. What exactly is a dehumidifi er and how does it work?

A. A dehumidifi er is essentially an air conditioner that has both hot and cold 
coils in the same container.  A fan draws humid air over the cold coil fo the 
air conditioner to condense moisture, which then drips into a collection 
container.  Draw air passes over the hot coil to restore it to its original 
temperature.
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Q. What causes moisture on my windows?

A. Whenever your home has excess levels of humidity, it tends to manifest 
itself on the coolest areas of your walls.  As you know the glass is going 
to be the coolest surface and unfortunately is a collection point for the 
moisture.  The warmer the temperature in your home, the more moisture 
the air will contain.  When the humid air comes in contact with the glass 
in your windows, it turns into what we refer to as interior moisture. 

There are many factors that contribute to interior moisture –

  Showers       
  Plants     
  Washing Dishes
  Washing Clothes     
  Cooking

Q. Where does “excessive” humidity come from?

A. • Normal breathing and perspiration by a family of four adds a half pint of 
water to the air each hour.

 • Cooking can add up to four or fi ve pints of water per day.
 • A shower can add another half pint.
 • Dishwasher, washing machines, and dryers can add several pints of water 

to the air.
 • Humidifi ers which are adding too much humidity.
 • Poorly insulated crawl spaces which allow humidity to invade the 

home.
 • Occurrences during sharp temperature changes, sudden drops in the 

temperature especially during the heating season.
  
  For every 1 gallon of propane burned, 1.1 gallons of water is released 

back into the air.  Propane is a natural culprit when it comes to interior 
moisture.  Propane is stored in a liquid form.  When it is being used it 
transfers to a gas form and the water is released into the air.
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Window Mart® uncovers the truth behind interior humidity 
and offers several different steps you can take to prevent this 
from happening to you.

Q. How much humidity can the air hold?

A. Warmer air holds more moisture than cool or cold air.  This is illustrated 
on a humid, hot summer day when condensation appears on a cold glass.  
This means that the amount of moisture in the air has reached its maximum 
limit and can’t hold any more.  Therefore, it gets rid of it by condensing 
it on the nearest cool or cold surface.  As air cools, it can’t hold as much 
moisture and therefore, condensation will appear more quickly.

 So what is the ideal amount of relative humidity in the air?  Based on keeping 
an indoor temperature of 70oF, it will vary with the outdoor temperature.  
But as a guide, the following relationship should help:

 Outside Air Temp.  Inside Relative Humidity
 -20oF or colder 15% Maximum
 -20oF 20% Maximum
 -10oF 25% Maximum
 0oF 30% Maximum
 10oF 35% Maximum
 20oF 40% Maximum

 If your relative humidity is above these levels, you probably will have 
condensation on any cool surface.

Q. My new windows have moisture on them and my old windows didn’t.  
Why?

A. You probably replaced your old windows because they were drafty and 
unsightly.  Slight gaps and cracks around the sashes and frames allowed air 
to travel freely between the outside and inside.  This air movement actually 
prevented moisture build up in two ways.  Primarily, the warm moist air 
was able to escape from your home without resting on a cold surface.  
Secondly, enough cold air was allowed to enter your home to create a 
thick blanket of cold air across the window.  This layer was thick enough to 
prevent the warm moist air from touching the cold window surface.

 Your new windows improve the energy effi ciency of your home, lower your 
energy bills, and add to your comfort by blocking air movement through 
your windows.  Blocking this movement however may raise the humidity 
levels in your home causing interior moisture.

Q. But I thought these windows were supposed to stop this from happening?

A. Contrary to most consumer’s believes, windows do not control the amount of 
moisture that collects on them.  As your windows were installed, a Certifi ed 
Installation Technician made sure that your windows met all of our Energy 
Star guidelines.  The windows are air tight, therefore giving the moisture no 
place to escape.  Although the condensation may be an eyesore, it proves 
that the windows are performing as they should, conserving energy by not 
allowing your heat and air to escape out your windows.


